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Part One: Three categories

SITUATIONS
- Men and women commonly dress alike
- Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous
- Wealth is exposed for its family connections
- Work is not central to daily activity
- Democracy does not evolve on its own
- Pigs are allowed to roam free
- Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority
- Children are often selected to be leaders
- Green is the color preferred by older women
- The underworld and the over-world never touch
- The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head
- All sounds are considered interesting
- Things wet and sweet are a priority
- Only young women may stand in the rain
- Turning everything upside down is a common practice
- Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather
- All soldiers look alike
- Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours
- Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions
- Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times
- Among friends names never change
- Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time
- Whistling is allowed near water
- Very small items are automatically valuable
- Real information is everywhere available but of little interest
- Wilting flowers have the most intense color
- Artists compose a landscape from what they feel
- Indecision intimacy and imagination flow through the hand like cool water
WEATHER / TIME
- when storms are seen coming in
- with clear skies all week
- when torrential rain is expected by nightfall
- with fierce wind and bitter cold
- when snow blizzards are predicted

PLACE
- in a place with rocks and sand good for walking
- in France
- on an island paradise
- underground
- where deep shade is desired
- in a place where everyone plays outdoors
- over the hills and through the woods
Part Two: Poem Randomized in all Permutations.

Men and women commonly dress alike when storms are seen coming in on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Men and women commonly dress alike when storms are seen coming in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Men and women commonly dress alike when storms are seen coming in France

Men and women commonly dress alike when storms are seen coming in on an island paradise

Men and women commonly dress alike when storms are seen coming in underground

Men and women commonly dress alike when storms are seen coming in where deep shade is desired

Men and women commonly dress alike when storms are seen coming in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Men and women commonly dress alike when storms are seen coming in over the hills and through the woods

Men and women commonly dress alike with clear skies all week on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Men and women commonly dress alike with clear skies all week in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Men and women commonly dress alike with clear skies all week in France

Men and women commonly dress alike with clear skies all week on an island paradise

Men and women commonly dress alike with clear skies all week underground

Men and women commonly dress alike with clear skies all week where deep shade is desired

Men and women commonly dress alike with clear skies all week in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Men and women commonly dress alike with clear skies all week over the hills and through the woods

Men and women commonly dress alike when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Men and women commonly dress alike when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Men and women commonly dress alike when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in France
Men and women commonly dress alike when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on an island paradise

Men and women commonly dress alike when torrential rain is expected by nightfall underground

Men and women commonly dress alike when torrential rain is expected by nightfall where deep shade is desired

Men and women commonly dress alike when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Men and women commonly dress alike when torrential rain is expected by nightfall over the hills and through the woods

Men and women commonly dress alike with fierce wind and bitter cold on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Men and women commonly dress alike with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Men and women commonly dress alike with fierce wind and bitter cold in France

Men and women commonly dress alike with fierce wind and bitter cold on an island paradise

Men and women commonly dress alike with fierce wind and bitter cold underground

Men and women commonly dress alike with fierce wind and bitter cold where deep shade is desired

Men and women commonly dress alike with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Men and women commonly dress alike with fierce wind and bitter cold over the hills and through the woods

Men and women commonly dress alike when snow blizzards are predicted on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Men and women commonly dress alike when snow blizzards are predicted in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Men and women commonly dress alike when snow blizzards are predicted in France

Men and women commonly dress alike when snow blizzards are predicted on an island paradise

Men and women commonly dress alike when snow blizzards are predicted underground

Men and women commonly dress alike when snow blizzards are predicted where deep shade is desired
Men and women commonly dress alike when snow blizzards are predicted in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Men and women commonly dress alike when snow blizzards are predicted over the hills and through the woods

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous when storms are seen coming in on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous when storms are seen coming in in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous when storms are seen coming in in France

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous when storms are seen coming in on an island paradise

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous when storms are seen coming in underground

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous when storms are seen coming in where deep shade is desired

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous when storms are seen coming in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous when storms are seen coming in over the hills and through the woods

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous with clear skies all week on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous with clear skies all week in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous with clear skies all week in France

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous with clear skies all week on an island paradise

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous with clear skies all week underground

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous with clear skies all week where deep shade is desired

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous with clear skies all week in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous with clear skies all week over the hills and through the woods

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place with rocks and sand good for walking
Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in France

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on an island paradise

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous when torrential rain is expected by nightfall underground

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous when torrential rain is expected by nightfall where deep shade is desired

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous when torrential rain is expected by nightfall where everyone plays outdoors

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous with fierce wind and bitter cold on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous with fierce wind and bitter cold in France

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous with fierce wind and bitter cold on an island paradise

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous with fierce wind and bitter cold underground

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous with fierce wind and bitter cold where deep shade is desired

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous with fierce wind and bitter cold over the hills and through the woods

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous when snow blizzards are predicted on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous when snow blizzards are predicted in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous when snow blizzards are predicted in France

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous when snow blizzards are predicted on an island paradise

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous when snow blizzards are predicted underground
Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous when snow blizzards are predicted where deep shade is desired

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous when snow blizzards are predicted in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Small birds and flowers are ubiquitous when snow blizzards are predicted over the hills and through the woods

Wealth is exposed for its family connections when storms are seen coming in on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Wealth is exposed for its family connections when storms are seen coming in in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Wealth is exposed for its family connections when storms are seen coming in in France

Wealth is exposed for its family connections when storms are seen coming in on an island paradise

Wealth is exposed for its family connections when storms are seen coming in underground

Wealth is exposed for its family connections when storms are seen coming in where deep shade is desired

Wealth is exposed for its family connections when storms are seen coming in in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Wealth is exposed for its family connections when storms are seen coming in over the hills and through the woods

Wealth is exposed for its family connections with clear skies all week on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Wealth is exposed for its family connections with clear skies all week in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Wealth is exposed for its family connections with clear skies all week in France

Wealth is exposed for its family connections with clear skies all week on an island paradise

Wealth is exposed for its family connections with clear skies all week underground

Wealth is exposed for its family connections with clear skies all week where deep shade is desired

Wealth is exposed for its family connections with clear skies all week in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Wealth is exposed for its family connections with clear skies all week over the hills and through the woods
Wealth is exposed for its family connections when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Wealth is exposed for its family connections when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Wealth is exposed for its family connections when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in France.

Wealth is exposed for its family connections when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on an island paradise.

Wealth is exposed for its family connections when torrential rain is expected by nightfall underground.

Wealth is exposed for its family connections when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Wealth is exposed for its family connections when torrential rain is expected by nightfall over the hills and through the woods.

Wealth is exposed for its family connections with fierce wind and bitter cold on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Wealth is exposed for its family connections with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Wealth is exposed for its family connections with fierce wind and bitter cold in France.

Wealth is exposed for its family connections with fierce wind and bitter cold on an island paradise.

Wealth is exposed for its family connections with fierce wind and bitter cold underground.

Wealth is exposed for its family connections with fierce wind and bitter cold where deep shade is desired.

Wealth is exposed for its family connections with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Wealth is exposed for its family connections with fierce wind and bitter cold over the hills and through the woods.

Wealth is exposed for its family connections when snow blizzards are predicted on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Wealth is exposed for its family connections when snow blizzards are predicted in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Wealth is exposed for its family connections when snow blizzards are predicted in France.
Wealth is exposed for its family connections when snow blizzards are predicted on an island paradise

Wealth is exposed for its family connections when snow blizzards are predicted underground

Wealth is exposed for its family connections when snow blizzards are predicted where deep shade is desired

Wealth is exposed for its family connections when snow blizzards are predicted in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Wealth is exposed for its family connections when snow blizzards are predicted over the hills and through the woods

Work is not central to daily activity when storms are seen coming in on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Work is not central to daily activity when storms are seen coming in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Work is not central to daily activity when storms are seen coming in France

Work is not central to daily activity when storms are seen coming in on an island paradise

Work is not central to daily activity when storms are seen coming in underground

Work is not central to daily activity when storms are seen coming in where deep shade is desired

Work is not central to daily activity when storms are seen coming in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Work is not central to daily activity when storms are seen coming in over the hills and through the woods

Work is not central to daily activity with clear skies all week on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Work is not central to daily activity with clear skies all week in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Work is not central to daily activity with clear skies all week in France

Work is not central to daily activity with clear skies all week on an island paradise

Work is not central to daily activity with clear skies all week underground

Work is not central to daily activity with clear skies all week where deep shade is desired

Work is not central to daily activity with clear skies all week in a place where everyone plays outdoors
Work is not central to daily activity with clear skies all week over the hills and through the woods.

Work is not central to daily activity when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Work is not central to daily activity when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Work is not central to daily activity when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in France.

Work is not central to daily activity when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on an island paradise.

Work is not central to daily activity when torrential rain is expected by nightfall underground.

Work is not central to daily activity when torrential rain is expected by nightfall where deep shade is desired.

Work is not central to daily activity when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Work is not central to daily activity when torrential rain is expected by nightfall over the hills and through the woods.

Work is not central to daily activity with fierce wind and bitter cold on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Work is not central to daily activity with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Work is not central to daily activity with fierce wind and bitter cold in France.

Work is not central to daily activity with fierce wind and bitter cold on an island paradise.

Work is not central to daily activity with fierce wind and bitter cold underground.

Work is not central to daily activity with fierce wind and bitter cold where deep shade is desired.

Work is not central to daily activity with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Work is not central to daily activity with fierce wind and bitter cold over the hills and through the woods.

Work is not central to daily activity when snow blizzards are predicted on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Work is not central to daily activity when snow blizzards are predicted in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Work is not central to daily activity when snow blizzards are predicted in France.
Work is not central to daily activity when snow blizzards are predicted on an island paradise
Work is not central to daily activity when snow blizzards are predicted underground
Work is not central to daily activity when snow blizzards are predicted where deep shade is desired
Work is not central to daily activity when snow blizzards are predicted in a place where everyone plays outdoors
Work is not central to daily activity when snow blizzards are predicted over the hills and through the woods
Democracy does not evolve on its own when storms are seen coming in on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other
Democracy does not evolve on its own when storms are seen coming in a place with rocks and sand good for walking
Democracy does not evolve on its own when storms are seen coming in France
Democracy does not evolve on its own when storms are seen coming in on an island paradise
Democracy does not evolve on its own when storms are seen coming in underground
Democracy does not evolve on its own when storms are seen coming in where deep shade is desired
Democracy does not evolve on its own when storms are seen coming in a place where everyone plays outdoors
Democracy does not evolve on its own when storms are seen coming in over the hills and through the woods
Democracy does not evolve on its own with clear skies all week on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other
Democracy does not evolve on its own with clear skies all week in a place with rocks and sand good for walking
Democracy does not evolve on its own with clear skies all week in France
Democracy does not evolve on its own with clear skies all week on an island paradise
Democracy does not evolve on its own with clear skies all week underground
Democracy does not evolve on its own with clear skies all week where deep shade is desired
Democracy does not evolve on its own with clear skies all week in a place where everyone plays outdoors
Democracy does not evolve on its own with clear skies all week over the hills and through the woods.

Democracy does not evolve on its own when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Democracy does not evolve on its own when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Democracy does not evolve on its own when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in France.

Democracy does not evolve on its own when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on an island paradise.

Democracy does not evolve on its own when torrential rain is expected by nightfall underground.

Democracy does not evolve on its own when torrential rain is expected by nightfall where deep shade is desired.

Democracy does not evolve on its own when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Democracy does not evolve on its own when torrential rain is expected by nightfall over the hills and through the woods.

Democracy does not evolve on its own with fierce wind and bitter cold on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Democracy does not evolve on its own with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Democracy does not evolve on its own with fierce wind and bitter cold in France.

Democracy does not evolve on its own with fierce wind and bitter cold on an island paradise.

Democracy does not evolve on its own with fierce wind and bitter cold underground.

Democracy does not evolve on its own with fierce wind and bitter cold where deep shade is desired.

Democracy does not evolve on its own with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Democracy does not evolve on its own with fierce wind and bitter cold over the hills and through the woods.

Democracy does not evolve on its own when snow blizzards are predicted on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Democracy does not evolve on its own when snow blizzards are predicted in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.
Democracy does not evolve on its own when snow blizzards are predicted in France.

Democracy does not evolve on its own when snow blizzards are predicted on an island paradise.

Democracy does not evolve on its own when snow blizzards are predicted underground.

Democracy does not evolve on its own when snow blizzards are predicted where deep shade is desired.

Democracy does not evolve on its own when snow blizzards are predicted in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Democracy does not evolve on its own when snow blizzards are predicted over the hills and through the woods.

Pigs are allowed to roam free when storms are seen coming in on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Pigs are allowed to roam free when storms are seen coming in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Pigs are allowed to roam free when storms are seen coming in France.

Pigs are allowed to roam free when storms are seen coming in on an island paradise.

Pigs are allowed to roam free when storms are seen coming in underground.

Pigs are allowed to roam free when storms are seen coming in where deep shade is desired.

Pigs are allowed to roam free when storms are seen coming in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Pigs are allowed to roam free when storms are seen coming in over the hills and through the woods.

Pigs are allowed to roam free with clear skies all week on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Pigs are allowed to roam free with clear skies all week in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Pigs are allowed to roam free with clear skies all week in France.

Pigs are allowed to roam free with clear skies all week on an island paradise.

Pigs are allowed to roam free with clear skies all week underground.

Pigs are allowed to roam free with clear skies all week where deep shade is desired.

Pigs are allowed to roam free with clear skies all week in a place where everyone plays outdoors.
Pigs are allowed to roam free with clear skies all week over the hills and through the woods.

Pigs are allowed to roam free when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Pigs are allowed to roam free when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Pigs are allowed to roam free when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in France.

Pigs are allowed to roam free when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on an island paradise.

Pigs are allowed to roam free when torrential rain is expected by nightfall underground.

Pigs are allowed to roam free when torrential rain is expected by nightfall where deep shade is desired.

Pigs are allowed to roam free when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Pigs are allowed to roam free when torrential rain is expected by nightfall over the hills and through the woods.

Pigs are allowed to roam free with fierce wind and bitter cold on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Pigs are allowed to roam free with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Pigs are allowed to roam free with fierce wind and bitter cold in France.

Pigs are allowed to roam free with fierce wind and bitter cold on an island paradise.

Pigs are allowed to roam free with fierce wind and bitter cold underground.

Pigs are allowed to roam free with fierce wind and bitter cold where deep shade is desired.

Pigs are allowed to roam free with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Pigs are allowed to roam free with fierce wind and bitter cold over the hills and through the woods.

Pigs are allowed to roam free when snow blizzards are predicted on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Pigs are allowed to roam free when snow blizzards are predicted in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Pigs are allowed to roam free when snow blizzards are predicted in France.
Pigs are allowed to roam free when snow blizzards are predicted on an island paradise

Pigs are allowed to roam free when snow blizzards are predicted underground

Pigs are allowed to roam free when snow blizzards are predicted where deep shade is desired

Pigs are allowed to roam free when snow blizzards are predicted in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Pigs are allowed to roam free when snow blizzards are predicted over the hills and through the woods

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority when storms are seen coming in on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority when storms are seen coming in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority when storms are seen coming in France

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority when storms are seen coming in on an island paradise

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority when storms are seen coming in underground

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority when storms are seen coming in where deep shade is desired

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority when storms are seen coming in in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority when storms are seen coming in over the hills and through the woods

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority with clear skies all week on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority with clear skies all week in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority with clear skies all week in France

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority with clear skies all week on an island paradise

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority with clear skies all week underground

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority with clear skies all week where deep shade is desired

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority with clear skies all week in a place where everyone plays outdoors
Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority with clear skies all week over the hills and through the woods.

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in France.

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on an island paradise.

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority when torrential rain is expected by nightfall underground.

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority when torrential rain is expected by nightfall where deep shade is desired.

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority when torrential rain is expected by nightfall over the hills and through the woods.

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority with fierce wind and bitter cold on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority with fierce wind and bitter cold in France.

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority with fierce wind and bitter cold on an island paradise.

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority with fierce wind and bitter cold underground.

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority with fierce wind and bitter cold where deep shade is desired.

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority with fierce wind and bitter cold over the hills and through the woods.

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority when snow blizzards are predicted on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority when snow blizzards are predicted in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.
Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority when snow blizzards are predicted in France.

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority when snow blizzards are predicted on an island paradise.

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority when snow blizzards are predicted underground.

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority when snow blizzards are predicted where deep shade is desired.

Visitors from other countries seem to be in the majority when snow blizzards are predicted in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Children are often selected to be leaders when storms are seen coming in on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Children are often selected to be leaders when storms are seen coming in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Children are often selected to be leaders when storms are seen coming in France.

Children are often selected to be leaders when storms are seen coming in on an island paradise.

Children are often selected to be leaders when storms are seen coming in underground.

Children are often selected to be leaders when storms are seen coming in where deep shade is desired.

Children are often selected to be leaders when storms are seen coming in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Children are often selected to be leaders when storms are seen coming in over the hills and through the woods.

Children are often selected to be leaders with clear skies all week on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Children are often selected to be leaders with clear skies all week in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Children are often selected to be leaders with clear skies all week in France.

Children are often selected to be leaders with clear skies all week on an island paradise.

Children are often selected to be leaders with clear skies all week underground.

Children are often selected to be leaders with clear skies all week where deep shade is desired.
Children are often selected to be leaders with clear skies all week in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Children are often selected to be leaders with clear skies all week over the hills and through the woods.

Children are often selected to be leaders when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Children are often selected to be leaders when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Children are often selected to be leaders when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in France.

Children are often selected to be leaders when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on an island paradise.

Children are often selected to be leaders when torrential rain is expected by nightfall underground.

Children are often selected to be leaders when torrential rain is expected by nightfall where deep shade is desired.

Children are often selected to be leaders when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Children are often selected to be leaders when torrential rain is expected by nightfall over the hills and through the woods.

Children are often selected to be leaders with fierce wind and bitter cold on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Children are often selected to be leaders with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Children are often selected to be leaders with fierce wind and bitter cold in France.

Children are often selected to be leaders with fierce wind and bitter cold on an island paradise.

Children are often selected to be leaders with fierce wind and bitter cold underground.

Children are often selected to be leaders with fierce wind and bitter cold where deep shade is desired.

Children are often selected to be leaders with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Children are often selected to be leaders with fierce wind and bitter cold over the hills and through the woods.

Children are often selected to be leaders when snow blizzards are predicted on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.
Children are often selected to be leaders when snow blizzards are predicted in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Children are often selected to be leaders when snow blizzards are predicted in France.

Children are often selected to be leaders when snow blizzards are predicted on an island paradise.

Children are often selected to be leaders when snow blizzards are predicted underground.

Children are often selected to be leaders when snow blizzards are predicted where deep shade is desired.

Children are often selected to be leaders when snow blizzards are predicted in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Children are often selected to be leaders when snow blizzards are predicted over the hills and through the woods.

Green is the color preferred by older women when storms are seen coming in on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Green is the color preferred by older women when storms are seen coming in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Green is the color preferred by older women when storms are seen coming in France.

Green is the color preferred by older women when storms are seen coming in on an island paradise.

Green is the color preferred by older women when storms are seen coming in underground.

Green is the color preferred by older women when storms are seen coming in where deep shade is desired.

Green is the color preferred by older women when storms are seen coming in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Green is the color preferred by older women when storms are seen coming in over the hills and through the woods.

Green is the color preferred by older women with clear skies all week on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Green is the color preferred by older women with clear skies all week in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Green is the color preferred by older women with clear skies all week in France.

Green is the color preferred by older women with clear skies all week on an island paradise.

Green is the color preferred by older women with clear skies all week underground.
Green is the color preferred by older women with clear skies all week where deep shade is desired.

Green is the color preferred by older women with clear skies all week in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Green is the color preferred by older women with clear skies all week over the hills and through the woods.

Green is the color preferred by older women when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Green is the color preferred by older women when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Green is the color preferred by older women when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in France.

Green is the color preferred by older women when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on an island paradise.

Green is the color preferred by older women when torrential rain is expected by nightfall underground.

Green is the color preferred by older women when torrential rain is expected by nightfall where deep shade is desired.

Green is the color preferred by older women when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Green is the color preferred by older women when torrential rain is expected by nightfall over the hills and through the woods.

Green is the color preferred by older women with fierce wind and bitter cold on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Green is the color preferred by older women with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Green is the color preferred by older women with fierce wind and bitter cold in France.

Green is the color preferred by older women with fierce wind and bitter cold on an island paradise.

Green is the color preferred by older women with fierce wind and bitter cold underground.

Green is the color preferred by older women with fierce wind and bitter cold where deep shade is desired.

Green is the color preferred by older women with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Green is the color preferred by older women with fierce wind and bitter cold over the hills and through the woods.
Green is the color preferred by older women when snow blizzards are predicted on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Green is the color preferred by older women when snow blizzards are predicted in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Green is the color preferred by older women when snow blizzards are predicted in France

Green is the color preferred by older women when snow blizzards are predicted on an island paradise

Green is the color preferred by older women when snow blizzards are predicted underground

Green is the color preferred by older women when snow blizzards are predicted where deep shade is desired

Green is the color preferred by older women when snow blizzards are predicted in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Green is the color preferred by older women when snow blizzards are predicted over the hills and through the woods

The underworld and the overworld never touch when storms are seen coming in on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

The underworld and the overworld never touch when storms are seen coming in in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

The underworld and the overworld never touch when storms are seen coming in in France

The underworld and the overworld never touch when storms are seen coming in on an island paradise

The underworld and the overworld never touch when storms are seen coming in underground

The underworld and the overworld never touch when storms are seen coming in where deep shade is desired

The underworld and the overworld never touch when storms are seen coming in in a place where everyone plays outdoors

The underworld and the overworld never touch when storms are seen coming in over the hills and through the woods

The underworld and the overworld never touch with clear skies all week on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

The underworld and the overworld never touch with clear skies all week in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

The underworld and the overworld never touch with clear skies all week in France
The underworld and the overworld never touch with clear skies all week on an island paradise

The underworld and the overworld never touch with clear skies all week underground

The underworld and the overworld never touch with clear skies all week where deep shade is desired

The underworld and the overworld never touch with clear skies all week in a place where everyone plays outdoors

The underworld and the overworld never touch with clear skies all week over the hills and through the woods

The underworld and the overworld never touch when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

The underworld and the overworld never touch when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

The underworld and the overworld never touch when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in France

The underworld and the overworld never touch when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on an island paradise

The underworld and the overworld never touch when torrential rain is expected by nightfall underground

The underworld and the overworld never touch when torrential rain is expected by nightfall where deep shade is desired

The underworld and the overworld never touch when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place where everyone plays outdoors

The underworld and the overworld never touch when torrential rain is expected by nightfall over the hills and through the woods

The underworld and the overworld never touch with fierce wind and bitter cold on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

The underworld and the overworld never touch with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

The underworld and the overworld never touch with fierce wind and bitter cold in France

The underworld and the overworld never touch with fierce wind and bitter cold on an island paradise

The underworld and the overworld never touch with fierce wind and bitter cold underground

The underworld and the overworld never touch with fierce wind and bitter cold where deep shade is desired
The underworld and the overworld never touch with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place where everyone plays outdoors

The underworld and the overworld never touch with fierce wind and bitter cold over the hills and through the woods

The underworld and the overworld never touch when snow blizzards are predicted on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

The underworld and the overworld never touch when snow blizzards are predicted in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

The underworld and the overworld never touch when snow blizzards are predicted in France

The underworld and the overworld never touch when snow blizzards are predicted on an island paradise

The underworld and the overworld never touch when snow blizzards are predicted underground

The underworld and the overworld never touch when snow blizzards are predicted where deep shade is desired

The underworld and the overworld never touch when snow blizzards are predicted in a place where everyone plays outdoors

The underworld and the overworld never touch when snow blizzards are predicted over the hills and through the woods

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head when storms are seen coming in on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head when storms are seen coming in in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head when storms are seen coming in in France

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head when storms are seen coming in on an island paradise

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head when storms are seen coming in underground

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head when storms are seen coming in where deep shade is desired

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head when storms are seen coming in in a place where everyone plays outdoors

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head when storms are seen coming in over the hills and through the woods

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head with clear skies all week on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other
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The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head with clear skies all week in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head with clear skies all week in France.

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head with clear skies all week on an island paradise.

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head with clear skies all week underground.

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head with clear skies all week where deep shade is desired.

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head with clear skies all week over the hills and through the woods.

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in France.

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on an island paradise.

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head when torrential rain is expected by nightfall underground.

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head when torrential rain is expected by nightfall where deep shade is desired.

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head when torrential rain is expected by nightfall over the hills and through the woods.

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head with fierce wind and bitter cold on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head with fierce wind and bitter cold in France.
The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head with fierce wind and bitter cold on an island paradise

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head with fierce wind and bitter cold underground

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head with fierce wind and bitter cold where deep shade is desired

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place where everyone plays outdoors

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head with fierce wind and bitter cold over the hills and through the woods

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head when snow blizzards are predicted on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head when snow blizzards are predicted in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head when snow blizzards are predicted in France

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head when snow blizzards are predicted on an island paradise

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head when snow blizzards are predicted underground

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head when snow blizzards are predicted where deep shade is desired

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head when snow blizzards are predicted in a place where everyone plays outdoors

The hat most commonly worn is the beret flat or on the side of the head when snow blizzards are predicted over the hills and through the woods

All sounds are considered interesting when storms are seen coming in on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

All sounds are considered interesting when storms are seen coming in in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

All sounds are considered interesting when storms are seen coming in in France

All sounds are considered interesting when storms are seen coming in on an island paradise

All sounds are considered interesting when storms are seen coming in underground

All sounds are considered interesting when storms are seen coming in where deep shade is desired
All sounds are considered interesting when storms are seen coming in in a place where everyone plays outdoors

All sounds are considered interesting when storms are seen coming in over the hills and through the woods

All sounds are considered interesting with clear skies all week on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

All sounds are considered interesting with clear skies all week in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

All sounds are considered interesting with clear skies all week in France

All sounds are considered interesting with clear skies all week on an island paradise

All sounds are considered interesting with clear skies all week underground

All sounds are considered interesting with clear skies all week where deep shade is desired

All sounds are considered interesting with clear skies all week in a place where everyone plays outdoors

All sounds are considered interesting with clear skies all week over the hills and through the woods

All sounds are considered interesting when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

All sounds are considered interesting when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

All sounds are considered interesting when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in France

All sounds are considered interesting when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on an island paradise

All sounds are considered interesting when torrential rain is expected by nightfall underground

All sounds are considered interesting when torrential rain is expected by nightfall where deep shade is desired

All sounds are considered interesting when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place where everyone plays outdoors

All sounds are considered interesting when torrential rain is expected by nightfall over the hills and through the woods

All sounds are considered interesting with fierce wind and bitter cold on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

All sounds are considered interesting with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place with rocks and sand good for walking
All sounds are considered interesting with fierce wind and bitter cold in France.

All sounds are considered interesting with fierce wind and bitter cold on an island paradise.

All sounds are considered interesting with fierce wind and bitter cold underground.

All sounds are considered interesting with fierce wind and bitter cold where deep shade is desired.

All sounds are considered interesting with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

All sounds are considered interesting with fierce wind and bitter cold over the hills and through the woods.

All sounds are considered interesting when snow blizzards are predicted on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

All sounds are considered interesting when snow blizzards are predicted in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

All sounds are considered interesting when snow blizzards are predicted in France.

All sounds are considered interesting when snow blizzards are predicted on an island paradise.

All sounds are considered interesting when snow blizzards are predicted underground.

All sounds are considered interesting when snow blizzards are predicted where deep shade is desired.

All sounds are considered interesting when snow blizzards are predicted in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

All sounds are considered interesting when snow blizzards are predicted over the hills and through the woods.

Things wet and sweet are a priority when storms are seen coming in on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Things wet and sweet are a priority when storms are seen coming in in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Things wet and sweet are a priority when storms are seen coming in in France.

Things wet and sweet are a priority when storms are seen coming in on an island paradise.

Things wet and sweet are a priority when storms are seen coming in underground.

Things wet and sweet are a priority when storms are seen coming in where deep shade is desired.
Things wet and sweet are a priority when storms are seen coming in in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Things wet and sweet are a priority when storms are seen coming in over the hills and through the woods.

Things wet and sweet are a priority with clear skies all week on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Things wet and sweet are a priority with clear skies all week in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Things wet and sweet are a priority with clear skies all week in France.

Things wet and sweet are a priority with clear skies all week on an island paradise.

Things wet and sweet are a priority with clear skies all week underground.

Things wet and sweet are a priority with clear skies all week where deep shade is desired.

Things wet and sweet are a priority with clear skies all week in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Things wet and sweet are a priority with clear skies all week over the hills and through the woods.

Things wet and sweet are a priority when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Things wet and sweet are a priority when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Things wet and sweet are a priority when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in France.

Things wet and sweet are a priority when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on an island paradise.

Things wet and sweet are a priority when torrential rain is expected by nightfall underground.

Things wet and sweet are a priority when torrential rain is expected by nightfall where deep shade is desired.

Things wet and sweet are a priority when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Things wet and sweet are a priority when torrential rain is expected by nightfall over the hills and through the woods.

Things wet and sweet are a priority with fierce wind and bitter cold on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Things wet and sweet are a priority with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.
Things wet and sweet are a priority with fierce wind and bitter cold in France

Things wet and sweet are a priority with fierce wind and bitter cold on an island paradise

Things wet and sweet are a priority with fierce wind and bitter cold underground

Things wet and sweet are a priority with fierce wind and bitter cold where deep shade is desired

Things wet and sweet are a priority with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Things wet and sweet are a priority with fierce wind and bitter cold over the hills and through the woods

Things wet and sweet are a priority when snow blizzards are predicted on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Things wet and sweet are a priority when snow blizzards are predicted in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Things wet and sweet are a priority when snow blizzards are predicted in France

Things wet and sweet are a priority when snow blizzards are predicted on an island paradise

Things wet and sweet are a priority when snow blizzards are predicted underground

Things wet and sweet are a priority when snow blizzards are predicted where deep shade is desired

Things wet and sweet are a priority when snow blizzards are predicted in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Things wet and sweet are a priority when snow blizzards are predicted over the hills and through the woods

Only young women may stand in the rain when storms are seen coming in on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Only young women may stand in the rain when storms are seen coming in in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Only young women may stand in the rain when storms are seen coming in in France

Only young women may stand in the rain when storms are seen coming in on an island paradise

Only young women may stand in the rain when storms are seen coming in underground

Only young women may stand in the rain when storms are seen coming in where deep shade is desired
Only young women may stand in the rain when storms are seen coming in in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Only young women may stand in the rain when storms are seen coming in over the hills and through the woods

Only young women may stand in the rain with clear skies all week on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Only young women may stand in the rain with clear skies all week in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Only young women may stand in the rain with clear skies all week in France

Only young women may stand in the rain with clear skies all week on an island paradise

Only young women may stand in the rain with clear skies all week underground

Only young women may stand in the rain with clear skies all week where deep shade is desired

Only young women may stand in the rain with clear skies all week in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Only young women may stand in the rain with clear skies all week over the hills and through the woods

Only young women may stand in the rain when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Only young women may stand in the rain when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Only young women may stand in the rain when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in France

Only young women may stand in the rain when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on an island paradise

Only young women may stand in the rain when torrential rain is expected by nightfall underground

Only young women may stand in the rain when torrential rain is expected by nightfall where deep shade is desired

Only young women may stand in the rain when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Only young women may stand in the rain when torrential rain is expected by nightfall over the hills and through the woods

Only young women may stand in the rain with fierce wind and bitter cold on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Only young women may stand in the rain with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place with rocks and sand good for walking
Only young women may stand in the rain with fierce wind and bitter cold in France

Only young women may stand in the rain with fierce wind and bitter cold on an island paradise

Only young women may stand in the rain with fierce wind and bitter cold underground

Only young women may stand in the rain with fierce wind and bitter cold where deep shade is desired

Only young women may stand in the rain with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Only young women may stand in the rain with fierce wind and bitter cold over the hills and through the woods

Only young women may stand in the rain when snow blizzards are predicted on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Only young women may stand in the rain when snow blizzards are predicted in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Only young women may stand in the rain when snow blizzards are predicted in France

Only young women may stand in the rain when snow blizzards are predicted on an island paradise

Only young women may stand in the rain when snow blizzards are predicted underground

Only young women may stand in the rain when snow blizzards are predicted where deep shade is desired

Only young women may stand in the rain when snow blizzards are predicted in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Only young women may stand in the rain when snow blizzards are predicted over the hills and through the woods

Turning everything upside down is a common practice when storms are seen coming in on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Turning everything upside down is a common practice when storms are seen coming in in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Turning everything upside down is a common practice when storms are seen coming in in France

Turning everything upside down is a common practice when storms are seen coming in on an island paradise

Turning everything upside down is a common practice when storms are seen coming in underground
Turning everything upside down is a common practice when storms are seen coming in where deep shade is desired

Turning everything upside down is a common practice when storms are seen coming in in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Turning everything upside down is a common practice when storms are seen coming in over the hills and through the woods

Turning everything upside down is a common practice with clear skies all week on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Turning everything upside down is a common practice with clear skies all week in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Turning everything upside down is a common practice with clear skies all week in France

Turning everything upside down is a common practice with clear skies all week on an island paradise

Turning everything upside down is a common practice with clear skies all week underground

Turning everything upside down is a common practice with clear skies all week where deep shade is desired

Turning everything upside down is a common practice with clear skies all week in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Turning everything upside down is a common practice with clear skies all week over the hills and through the woods

Turning everything upside down is a common practice when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Turning everything upside down is a common practice when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Turning everything upside down is a common practice when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in France

Turning everything upside down is a common practice when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on an island paradise

Turning everything upside down is a common practice when torrential rain is expected by nightfall underground

Turning everything upside down is a common practice when torrential rain is expected by nightfall where deep shade is desired

Turning everything upside down is a common practice when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Turning everything upside down is a common practice when torrential rain is expected by nightfall over the hills and through the woods
Turning everything upside down is a common practice with fierce wind and bitter cold on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Turning everything upside down is a common practice with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Turning everything upside down is a common practice with fierce wind and bitter cold in France

Turning everything upside down is a common practice with fierce wind and bitter cold on an island paradise

Turning everything upside down is a common practice with fierce wind and bitter cold underground

Turning everything upside down is a common practice with fierce wind and bitter cold where deep shade is desired

Turning everything upside down is a common practice with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Turning everything upside down is a common practice with fierce wind and bitter cold over the hills and through the woods

Turning everything upside down is a common practice when snow blizzards are predicted on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Turning everything upside down is a common practice when snow blizzards are predicted in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Turning everything upside down is a common practice when snow blizzards are predicted in France

Turning everything upside down is a common practice when snow blizzards are predicted on an island paradise

Turning everything upside down is a common practice when snow blizzards are predicted underground

Turning everything upside down is a common practice when snow blizzards are predicted where deep shade is desired

Turning everything upside down is a common practice when snow blizzards are predicted in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Turning everything upside down is a common practice when snow blizzards are predicted over the hills and through the woods

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather when storms are seen coming in on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather when storms are seen coming in in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather when storms are seen coming in in France
Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather when storms are seen coming in on an island paradise

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather when storms are seen coming in underground

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather when storms are seen coming in where deep shade is desired

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather when storms are seen coming in in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather when storms are seen coming in over the hills and through the woods

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather with clear skies all week on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather with clear skies all week in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather with clear skies all week in France

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather with clear skies all week on an island paradise

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather with clear skies all week underground

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather with clear skies all week where deep shade is desired

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather with clear skies all week in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather with clear skies all week over the hills and through the woods

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in France

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on an island paradise

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather when torrential rain is expected by nightfall underground

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather when torrential rain is expected by nightfall where deep shade is desired
Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather when torrential rain is expected by nightfall over the hills and through the woods

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather with fierce wind and bitter cold on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather with fierce wind and bitter cold in France

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather with fierce wind and bitter cold on an island paradise

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather with fierce wind and bitter cold underground

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather with fierce wind and bitter cold where deep shade is desired

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather with fierce wind and bitter cold over the hills and through the woods

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather when snow blizzards are predicted on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather when snow blizzards are predicted in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather when snow blizzards are predicted in France

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather when snow blizzards are predicted on an island paradise

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather when snow blizzards are predicted underground

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather when snow blizzards are predicted where deep shade is desired

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather when snow blizzards are predicted in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Old men gather in groups to discuss the weather when snow blizzards are predicted over the hills and through the woods

All soldiers look alike when storms are seen coming in on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other
All soldiers look alike when storms are seen coming in in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

All soldiers look alike when storms are seen coming in in France

All soldiers look alike when storms are seen coming in on an island paradise

All soldiers look alike when storms are seen coming in underground

All soldiers look alike when storms are seen coming in where deep shade is desired

All soldiers look alike when storms are seen coming in in a place where everyone plays outdoors

All soldiers look alike when storms are seen coming in over the hills and through the woods

All soldiers look alike with clear skies all week on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

All soldiers look alike with clear skies all week in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

All soldiers look alike with clear skies all week in France

All soldiers look alike with clear skies all week on an island paradise

All soldiers look alike with clear skies all week underground

All soldiers look alike with clear skies all week where deep shade is desired

All soldiers look alike with clear skies all week in a place where everyone plays outdoors

All soldiers look alike with clear skies all week over the hills and through the woods

All soldiers look alike when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

All soldiers look alike when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

All soldiers look alike when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in France

All soldiers look alike when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on an island paradise

All soldiers look alike when torrential rain is expected by nightfall underground

All soldiers look alike when torrential rain is expected by nightfall where deep shade is desired

All soldiers look alike when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place where everyone plays outdoors
All soldiers look alike when torrential rain is expected by nightfall over the hills and through the woods.

All soldiers look alike with fierce wind and bitter cold on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

All soldiers look alike with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

All soldiers look alike with fierce wind and bitter cold in France.

All soldiers look alike with fierce wind and bitter cold on an island paradise.

All soldiers look alike with fierce wind and bitter cold underground.

All soldiers look alike with fierce wind and bitter cold where deep shade is desired.

All soldiers look alike with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

All soldiers look alike with fierce wind and bitter cold over the hills and through the woods.

All soldiers look alike when snow blizzards are predicted on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

All soldiers look alike when snow blizzards are predicted in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

All soldiers look alike when snow blizzards are predicted in France.

All soldiers look alike when snow blizzards are predicted on an island paradise.

All soldiers look alike when snow blizzards are predicted underground.

All soldiers look alike when snow blizzards are predicted where deep shade is desired.

All soldiers look alike when snow blizzards are predicted in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

All soldiers look alike when snow blizzards are predicted over the hills and through the woods.

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours when storms are seen coming in on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours when storms are seen coming in in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours when storms are seen coming in in France.

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours when storms are seen coming in on an island paradise.
Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours when storms are seen coming in underground

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours when storms are seen coming in where deep shade is desired

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours when storms are seen coming in in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours when storms are seen coming in over the hills and through the woods

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours with clear skies all week on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours with clear skies all week in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours with clear skies all week in France

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours with clear skies all week on an island paradise

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours with clear skies all week underground

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours with clear skies all week where deep shade is desired

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours with clear skies all week in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours with clear skies all week over the hills and through the woods

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in France

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on an island paradise

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours when torrential rain is expected by nightfall underground

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours when torrential rain is expected by nightfall where deep shade is desired

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place where everyone plays outdoors
Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours when torrential rain is expected by nightfall over the hills and through the woods.

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours with fierce wind and bitter cold on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours with fierce wind and bitter cold in France.

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours with fierce wind and bitter cold on an island paradise.

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours with fierce wind and bitter cold underground.

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours with fierce wind and bitter cold where deep shade is desired.

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours with fierce wind and bitter cold over the hills and through the woods.

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours when snow blizzards are predicted on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours when snow blizzards are predicted in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours when snow blizzards are predicted in France.

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours when snow blizzards are predicted on an island paradise.

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours when snow blizzards are predicted underground.

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours when snow blizzards are predicted where deep shade is desired.

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours when snow blizzards are predicted in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Music and dancing takes place in the street at all hours when snow blizzards are predicted over the hills and through the woods.

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions when storms are seen coming in on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions when storms are seen coming in in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.
Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions when storms are seen coming in in France

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions when storms are seen coming in on an island paradise

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions when storms are seen coming in underground

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions when storms are seen coming in where deep shade is desired

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions when storms are seen coming in in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions when storms are seen coming in over the hills and through the woods

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions with clear skies all week on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions with clear skies all week in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions with clear skies all week in France

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions with clear skies all week on an island paradise

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions with clear skies all week underground

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions with clear skies all week where deep shade is desired

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions with clear skies all week in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions with clear skies all week over the hills and through the woods

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in France

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on an island paradise

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions when torrential rain is expected by nightfall underground
Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions when torrential rain is expected by nightfall where deep shade is desired

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions when torrential rain is expected by nightfall over the hills and through the woods

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions with fierce wind and bitter cold on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions with fierce wind and bitter cold in France

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions with fierce wind and bitter cold on an island paradise

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions with fierce wind and bitter cold underground

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions with fierce wind and bitter cold where deep shade is desired

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions with fierce wind and bitter cold over the hills and through the woods

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions when snow blizzards are predicted on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions when snow blizzards are predicted in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions when snow blizzards are predicted in France

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions when snow blizzards are predicted on an island paradise

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions when snow blizzards are predicted underground

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions when snow blizzards are predicted where deep shade is desired

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions when snow blizzards are predicted in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Money is readily available but rarely used in transactions when snow blizzards are predicted over the hills and through the woods
Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times when storms are seen coming in on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times when storms are seen coming in in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times when storms are seen coming in in France.

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times when storms are seen coming in on an island paradise.

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times when storms are seen coming in underground.

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times when storms are seen coming in in a place where deep shade is desired.

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times when storms are seen coming in in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times when storms are seen coming in over the hills and through the woods.

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times with clear skies all week on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times with clear skies all week in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times with clear skies all week in France.

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times with clear skies all week on an island paradise.

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times with clear skies all week underground.

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times with clear skies all week where deep shade is desired.

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times with clear skies all week in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times with clear skies all week over the hills and through the woods.

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in France.
Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on an island paradise

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times when torrential rain is expected by nightfall underground

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times when torrential rain is expected by nightfall where deep shade is desired

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times when torrential rain is expected by nightfall over the hills and through the woods

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times with fierce wind and bitter cold on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times with fierce wind and bitter cold in France

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times with fierce wind and bitter cold on an island paradise

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times with fierce wind and bitter cold underground

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times with fierce wind and bitter cold where deep shade is desired

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times with fierce wind and bitter cold over the hills and through the woods

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times when snow blizzards are predicted on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times when snow blizzards are predicted in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times when snow blizzards are predicted in France

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times when snow blizzards are predicted on an island paradise

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times when snow blizzards are predicted underground

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times when snow blizzards are predicted where deep shade is desired
Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times when snow blizzards are predicted in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Daylight and nightfall come at unpredictable times when snow blizzards are predicted over the hills and through the woods

Among friends names never change when storms are seen coming in on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Among friends names never change when storms are seen coming in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Among friends names never change when storms are seen coming in France

Among friends names never change when storms are seen coming in on an island paradise

Among friends names never change when storms are seen coming in underground

Among friends names never change when storms are seen coming in where deep shade is desired

Among friends names never change when storms are seen coming in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Among friends names never change when storms are seen coming in over the hills and through the woods

Among friends names never change with clear skies all week on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Among friends names never change with clear skies all week in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Among friends names never change with clear skies all week in France

Among friends names never change with clear skies all week on an island paradise

Among friends names never change with clear skies all week underground

Among friends names never change with clear skies all week where deep shade is desired

Among friends names never change with clear skies all week in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Among friends names never change with clear skies all week over the hills and through the woods

Among friends names never change when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Among friends names never change when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place with rocks and sand good for walking
Among friends names never change when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in France

Among friends names never change when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on an island paradise

Among friends names never change when torrential rain is expected by nightfall underground

Among friends names never change when torrential rain is expected by nightfall where deep shade is desired

Among friends names never change when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Among friends names never change when torrential rain is expected by nightfall over the hills and through the woods

Among friends names never change with fierce wind and bitter cold on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Among friends names never change with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Among friends names never change with fierce wind and bitter cold in France

Among friends names never change with fierce wind and bitter cold on an island paradise

Among friends names never change with fierce wind and bitter cold underground

Among friends names never change with fierce wind and bitter cold where deep shade is desired

Among friends names never change with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Among friends names never change with fierce wind and bitter cold over the hills and through the woods

Among friends names never change when snow blizzards are predicted on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Among friends names never change when snow blizzards are predicted in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Among friends names never change when snow blizzards are predicted in France

Among friends names never change when snow blizzards are predicted on an island paradise

Among friends names never change when snow blizzards are predicted underground

Among friends names never change when snow blizzards are predicted where deep shade is desired
Among friends names never change when snow blizzards are predicted in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Among friends names never change when snow blizzards are predicted over the hills and through the woods

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time when storms are seen coming in on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time when storms are seen coming in in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time when storms are seen coming in in France

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time when storms are seen coming in on an island paradise

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time when storms are seen coming in underground

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time when storms are seen coming in where deep shade is desired

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time when storms are seen coming in in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time when storms are seen coming in over the hills and through the woods

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time with clear skies all week on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time with clear skies all week in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time with clear skies all week in France

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time with clear skies all week on an island paradise

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time with clear skies all week underground

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time with clear skies all week where deep shade is desired

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time with clear skies all week in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time with clear skies all week over the hills and through the woods

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other
Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in France.

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on an island paradise.

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time when torrential rain is expected by nightfall underground.

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time when torrential rain is expected by nightfall where deep shade is desired.

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time when torrential rain is expected by nightfall over the hills and through the woods.

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time with fierce wind and bitter cold on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time with fierce wind and bitter cold in France.

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time with fierce wind and bitter cold on an island paradise.

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time with fierce wind and bitter cold underground.

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time with fierce wind and bitter cold where deep shade is desired.

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time with fierce wind and bitter cold over the hills and through the woods.

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time when snow blizzards are predicted on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time when snow blizzards are predicted in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time when snow blizzards are predicted in France.
Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time when snow blizzards are predicted on an island paradise

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time when snow blizzards are predicted underground

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time when snow blizzards are predicted where deep shade is desired

Every breath taken by all creatures is noted down by Father Time when snow blizzards are predicted in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Whistling is allowed near water when storms are seen coming in over the hills and through the woods

Whistling is allowed near water when storms are seen coming in on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Whistling is allowed near water when storms are seen coming in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Whistling is allowed near water when storms are seen coming in in France

Whistling is allowed near water when storms are seen coming in on an island paradise

Whistling is allowed near water when storms are seen coming in underground

Whistling is allowed near water when storms are seen coming in where deep shade is desired

Whistling is allowed near water when storms are seen coming in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Whistling is allowed near water when storms are seen coming in over the hills and through the woods

Whistling is allowed near water with clear skies all week on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Whistling is allowed near water with clear skies all week in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Whistling is allowed near water with clear skies all week in France

Whistling is allowed near water with clear skies all week on an island paradise

Whistling is allowed near water with clear skies all week underground

Whistling is allowed near water with clear skies all week where deep shade is desired

Whistling is allowed near water with clear skies all week in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Whistling is allowed near water with clear skies all week over the hills and through the woods
Whistling is allowed near water when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Whistling is allowed near water when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Whistling is allowed near water when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in France

Whistling is allowed near water when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on an island paradise

Whistling is allowed near water when torrential rain is expected by nightfall underground

Whistling is allowed near water when torrential rain is expected by nightfall where deep shade is desired

Whistling is allowed near water when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Whistling is allowed near water when torrential rain is expected by nightfall over the hills and through the woods

Whistling is allowed near water with fierce wind and bitter cold on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Whistling is allowed near water with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Whistling is allowed near water with fierce wind and bitter cold in France

Whistling is allowed near water with fierce wind and bitter cold on an island paradise

Whistling is allowed near water with fierce wind and bitter cold underground

Whistling is allowed near water with fierce wind and bitter cold where deep shade is desired

Whistling is allowed near water with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Whistling is allowed near water with fierce wind and bitter cold over the hills and through the woods

Whistling is allowed near water when snow blizzards are predicted on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Whistling is allowed near water when snow blizzards are predicted in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Whistling is allowed near water when snow blizzards are predicted in France

Whistling is allowed near water when snow blizzards are predicted on an island paradise
Whistling is allowed near water when snow blizzards are predicted underground

Whistling is allowed near water when snow blizzards are predicted where deep shade is desired

Whistling is allowed near water when snow blizzards are predicted in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Whistling is allowed near water when snow blizzards are predicted over the hills and through the woods

Very small items are automatically valuable when storms are seen coming in on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Very small items are automatically valuable when storms are seen coming in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Very small items are automatically valuable when storms are seen coming in France

Very small items are automatically valuable when storms are seen coming in on an island paradise

Very small items are automatically valuable when storms are seen coming in underground

Very small items are automatically valuable when storms are seen coming in where deep shade is desired

Very small items are automatically valuable when storms are seen coming in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Very small items are automatically valuable when storms are seen coming in over the hills and through the woods

Very small items are automatically valuable with clear skies all week on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Very small items are automatically valuable with clear skies all week in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Very small items are automatically valuable with clear skies all week in France

Very small items are automatically valuable with clear skies all week on an island paradise

Very small items are automatically valuable with clear skies all week underground

Very small items are automatically valuable with clear skies all week where deep shade is desired

Very small items are automatically valuable with clear skies all week in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Very small items are automatically valuable with clear skies all week over the hills and through the woods
Very small items are automatically valuable when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Very small items are automatically valuable when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Very small items are automatically valuable when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in France

Very small items are automatically valuable when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on an island paradise

Very small items are automatically valuable when torrential rain is expected by nightfall underground

Very small items are automatically valuable when torrential rain is expected by nightfall where deep shade is desired

Very small items are automatically valuable when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Very small items are automatically valuable when torrential rain is expected by nightfall over the hills and through the woods

Very small items are automatically valuable with fierce wind and bitter cold on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Very small items are automatically valuable with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Very small items are automatically valuable with fierce wind and bitter cold in France

Very small items are automatically valuable with fierce wind and bitter cold on an island paradise

Very small items are automatically valuable with fierce wind and bitter cold underground

Very small items are automatically valuable with fierce wind and bitter cold where deep shade is desired

Very small items are automatically valuable with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Very small items are automatically valuable with fierce wind and bitter cold over the hills and through the woods

Very small items are automatically valuable when snow blizzards are predicted on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Very small items are automatically valuable when snow blizzards are predicted in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Very small items are automatically valuable when snow blizzards are predicted in France
Very small items are automatically valuable when snow blizzards are predicted on an island paradise.

Very small items are automatically valuable when snow blizzards are predicted underground.

Very small items are automatically valuable when snow blizzards are predicted where deep shade is desired.

Very small items are automatically valuable when snow blizzards are predicted in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Very small items are automatically valuable when snow blizzards are predicted over the hills and through the woods.

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest when storms are seen coming in on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest when storms are seen coming in in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest when storms are seen coming in in France.

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest when storms are seen coming in on an island paradise.

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest when storms are seen coming in underground.

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest when storms are seen coming in where deep shade is desired.

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest when storms are seen coming in in a place where everyone plays outdoors.

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest when storms are seen coming in over the hills and through the woods.

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest with clear skies all week on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other.

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest with clear skies all week in a place with rocks and sand good for walking.

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest with clear skies all week in France.

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest with clear skies all week on an island paradise.

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest with clear skies all week underground.

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest with clear skies all week where deep shade is desired.
Real information is everywhere available but of little interest with clear skies all week in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest with clear skies all week over the hills and through the woods

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in France

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest when torrential rain is expected by nightfall on an island paradise

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest when torrential rain is expected by nightfall underground

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest when torrential rain is expected by nightfall where deep shade is desired

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest when torrential rain is expected by nightfall in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest when torrential rain is expected by nightfall over the hills and through the woods

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest with fierce wind and bitter cold on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest with fierce wind and bitter cold in France

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest with fierce wind and bitter cold on an island paradise

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest with fierce wind and bitter cold underground

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest with fierce wind and bitter cold where deep shade is desired

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest with fierce wind and bitter cold in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest with fierce wind and bitter cold over the hills and through the woods

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest when snow blizzards are predicted on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other
Real information is everywhere available but of little interest when snow blizzards are predicted in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest when snow blizzards are predicted in France

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest when snow blizzards are predicted on an island paradise

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest when snow blizzards are predicted underground

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest when snow blizzards are predicted where deep shade is desired

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest when snow blizzards are predicted in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Real information is everywhere available but of little interest when snow blizzards are predicted over the hills and through the woods

Wilting flowers have the most intense color when storms are seen coming in on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Wilting flowers have the most intense color when storms are seen coming in in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Wilting flowers have the most intense color when storms are seen coming in in France

Wilting flowers have the most intense color when storms are seen coming in on an island paradise

Wilting flowers have the most intense color when storms are seen coming in underground

Wilting flowers have the most intense color when storms are seen coming in where deep shade is desired

Wilting flowers have the most intense color when storms are seen coming in in a place where everyone plays outdoors

Wilting flowers have the most intense color when storms are seen coming in over the hills and through the woods

Wilting flowers have the most intense color with clear skies all week on a peninsula with the ocean on one side and bay on the other

Wilting flowers have the most intense color with clear skies all week in a place with rocks and sand good for walking

Wilting flowers have the most intense color with clear skies all week in France

Wilting flowers have the most intense color with clear skies all week on an island paradise

Wilting flowers have the most intense color with clear skies all week underground
Wilting flowers have the most intense color with clear skies all week where deep shade is desired
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